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A theory of carrier drag due to electromagnetic-wave pulses is developed. Formulas for the photo 
emf at wT » 1 are derived for the case when light absorption by free carriers is possible only if 
acoustic phonons participate. The formulas are applicable in the quantum limit fiw » T. The case 
when optical transitions occur between two subbands is also considered. The photo emf arising in 
a transverse magnetic field and constituting the monopolar photomagnetic effect (PME) is investi
gated. 

IN the absorption of light by free carriers, the momen
tum of the electromagnetic wave is absorbed together 
with its energy. Consequently, the electron system can 
acquire a translational motion that is manifest in the 
form of a current or a voltage. Since the process of 
photon absorption by the electron is always accom
panied explicitly or implicitly by an interaction with 
the lattice, the resultant photon momentum fiK is equal 
in each elementary absorption act to the sum of the 
momenta acquired by the electron and by the lattice. 
Therefore, in general form, nothing definite can be 
said concerning not only the magnitude of the momen
tum acquired by the electron system, but also concern
ing its sign. A situation wherein the sign of this mo
mentum was opposite to the sign of the photon momen
tum was first observed in[ll, and the experimental data 
therein serve as the basis for the theory presented be
low. 

The phenomenological theory of the photo emf due 
to light pressure was developed by Barlow[ 2J and by 
Gurevich and Rumyantsev[ 3l. An essential limitation of 
such a theory is the classical condition fiw « T ( T
lattice temperature, fiw-photon energy). In this ap
proximation, the photo emf is interpreted as a Hall 
effect que to the electric and magnetic fields of the 
light wave. The limitation fiw « T is connected with 
the process of photon absorption, and not with the 
formation of a direct current or of an electric field. In 
the present paper we consider a quantum situation that 
is important in the optical band. We consider also the 
photomagnetic effect (PME) due to the pressure of the 
light. 

1. PHOTO EMF AND PME IN THE CASE OF LIGHT 
ABSORPTION DUE TO THE INTERACTION WITH 
ACOUSTIC PHONONS 

The kinetic equation of electrons interacting with 
phonons and with a flux W of monochromatic photons, 
in the presence of an electric field E and a non
quantizing magnetic field H, and in the case of a 
quadratic dispersion law, is given by 

eE (gk) ( of ) (1)* 
TVJ</o(E~t)+([!Jg]k)- -r(Ek) + Tt phot =O, 

-----
*[llg] =n x g. 
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where 0 = eH/mnc; mn, e, and k are the effective 
mass, the charge, and the wave vector of the electrons; 
c isthevelocityoflight; f0 (Ek) and (k·g(Ek)) are 
the equilibrium and asymmetrical parts of the electron 
distribution function, which is constant in time; T is 
the relaxation time; ( 8f/8t)phot determines the change 
of the asymmetrical part of the distribution function, a 
change due to processes of absorption and emission of 
photons. 

When using Eq. (1 ), we confine ourselves by the 
same token to relatively weak light fluxes and electric 
fields. In this approximation, when it is assumed that 
the electrons interact in the absorption act only with 
acoustic phonons, (afjat)phot takes the following form: 

(!./_) = G(Ek) (kx) = 3eWEi.cW(1- =-n .. tT) 
{)t phot 32n2 pScmn'nro 

X (~:) ~[e11"'iTM(-x,-ro)II(Ek,-Ek +Tiro) 

- M (x, ro) II (Ek,-Ek-nro)] (~=) / 0 (Ek) (1- /0 (E~t,))d3k1 dQk, (2) 

where Eac is the deformation-potential constant, p is 
the density' s is the speed of sound, n is the refrac
tive index, and ilq is the filling function of phonons 
with wave number q, 

~ ( (exk) (exk1) )' A 

M (x, ro) = LJ E E + 1i + E E n (2nfk+><-kd 
).=1 k - k+'X (I) k, - ..,k,-'X - (l) 

+ 1) 1 k- k1 + ~< 1. 
e A is the photon polarization vector and dOk is the 
solid angle in k-space. 

In (2) we assumed the inequality wT » 1 and 
neglected the phonon energy compared with the average 
electron energy ( Ek ), an assumption valid if 

1/ 2mnSZ ( 1/ firo ) 
V """(E0 1 + V 1 + (Ek) ~ 1. 

If the last inequality is satisfied when ( Ek ) = T, 
then n lk- k 1± K » 1. In this case we obtain from (2), 
accurate to terms linear in K 

G (E ) = 2'1•e'WE~cT (1- e-tt .. IT) 

k 5pS'cm~'n(1iro)• Ek/o(Ek) 

X{en"'/T (1- fo (Ek- Tiro)) f Ek- 1iro- (1 -/0 (Ek +Tiro)) f Ek +Tiro}. 

(3) 
Substituting (3) in (1), we get 
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g(Ek) =-r"{L+•[QL] +-r'Q(QL)}, (4) 

where 
L e iJEk iJfo 
=/lkfik iJEk E + G(Ek)x, ,. ='t(Ek)[1 +(~h)']-to 

From (4) follows the formula for the current density 

e2no 
j =-{(•/E +(n'/ [QE] +<•'•*/Q(QE)} 

mn 

a(w)ehiiw 
mnc {(•'}W +(n*}[QW]+(•'o*}Q(QW)}, (5) 

where no is the electron concentration, and a ( w) is 
the coefficient of light absorption by the electrons, 
equal to 

2 112EaH2m~~ TE~2 

npS'h" 

(x(Eh)}= 5/iw~(w) J{l'Ek(Ek+liw) 5 x(E"+hw) 

-l'Ek5 (Ek + hw) x(Ek)} /o(Ek) (1- fo(E" + hw)) dE", 

"" 
Q(w)= J (2Eh+liw)l'Ek(Ek+liw)fo(Ek)(1-f0 (Ek+hw))dEko 

0 

When 0 1 W, E 1 0, ( OT) « 1, and j = 0, the 
electric field intensity is 

( ) -li - H } E a wen w {w<:-r}+[vW] (o<:•'}-£2:._(•)) , 
~m~ c 

(6) 

where v = H/H, Jl.n = e( T 2 ) /mn ( T) is the Hall mobil
ity, and an is the electric conductivity. The first 
term determines the photo emf in the direction of 
light propagation. In spite of the fact that the current 
in this direction is equal to zero, the magnetic field 
perpendicular to it induces an electric field in the 
direction of v x W. This is due to the fact that the 
energy composition of the electron flux dragged by the 
light differs from the composition of the oppositely 
directed electron flux produced by the longitudinal 
electric field. Thus, the transverse photoelectric 
effect is a stationary monopolar photomagnetic effect 
that differs in principle from the effects known under 
the same name[4 ' 5l, including the PME considered in[ 3 l. 

In the case of a nondegenerate distribution of the 
electrons, the explicit form of formula (6) is 

where K1(z) is the Hankel function[ 61, 

(7) 

{ 15 ,;-;: ( 15) ( 15 ) -} F(z)= z;+3z+z'+V-;- z- 2 - 4 -3z+z2 ezerfcl'z 0 

In the limit of tiw » T it follows from (7) that 

E= 16ne3hno {w-~nH[vWJ( 1 _1/4T)}o (8) 
15c2mn2WO'n C v nnw 

In the case of a degenerate distribution we get from (6) 

E=2"i•o102e3 (nw)'l•(1,-e-nw;T) J\\ [Pi EF )-e( lOp -i)P(EF 
63an nc'm ~·n \ \ ftw ftw hw 

- 1)] + Ynl! [vWJ [__1_<l:,_ (ll!:_)o;, (u ( l·:F )' _ e ( FF - 1)' R ( Fp 
c ~ ltw hw hw hw 

- i)) - ( p ( :; ) - 0 ( ;,; - 1) p ( ~; - 1 ) ) ] ) ' (9) 

where EF is the Fermi energy, e ( z) = 0 when z < 0 
and B(z)=1 whenz>O, 

P(z) = z'i•(15z2 + 42z + 35)- (1 + z)''•(15z'- -12z + 8) + 8, 

R ( z) = ( 1 + 2z) l' z ( 1 + z) - 1!2ln ( 1 + 2z + 21' z ( 1 + z) ) 0 

When tiw » EF, formula (9) takes the form 

E _ 16 ne3hno { flnH ( ( EF ) '")} - W--[vW] 1- -
15 O'nC2mn2w c hw 0 

(10) 

2. PHOTO EMF AND PME IN INTERBAND OPTICAL 
TRANSITIONS 

The light pressure can become manifest also in 
interband optical transitions. A particularly interest
ing situation is one in which these transitions are not 
accompanied by change of the total number of carriers 
of given sign, for in the opposite case the effect can be 
masked by different photo emf's due to the occurrence 
of minority carriers. Favorable conditions of this kind 
are realized in the hole bands of many semiconductors, 
including Ge, in which the effect of light pressure was 
first observed in the optical band. As applied to the 
situation holding in[ll, we shall calculate the photo emf, 
generalizing it to the case when an external magnetic 
field is present. In this case it is possible to dispense 
with a definite specification of the dispersion of the 
energy bands, but these must be assumed to be 
spherically symmetrical. 

In the approximation linear in the light intensity, 
the nonequilibrium parts of the distribution functions 
of the heavy and light holes are determined by inde
pendent kinetic equations obtained from (1) by means 
of the substitutions 

e-+-e, 

(<X) 

Q-+Q =~ iJE" 
" n2ck iJk ' 

( of ) ( of<"> ) 
Ot pho;-'" ----at" phot' 

where a = 1 corresponds to the band of heavy holes 
and a = 2 to the band of light holes. In writing 

(af(a);at)phot we used the simplified version of the 
theory of optical transitions between bands 1 and 2, 
proposed by Kahn (7J. In accordance with this theory, 
G1(k) and G2(k) are determined by the following rela
tions: 

Gt(k)=- 4!~x ~ <z;l k'U.<El.0)-fo(E~'l,.)Ji'>(Ek'l,.-Ek0 -nw)dQ, 
(11) 

G,(k)= ~~x ~ (~=) (k-x)2 [/o(Ekl),.-/o(El:>)]i'>(El:>-Ekl),.._nw)dQ, 

where r = 47r2e 2 ti 2A~2W/cm2nw, m is the mass of the 
free electron, A12 is a coefficient determining the 
magnitude of the interband dipole moment. 

The solution of the kinetic equations takes the form 
of relation (4), in which it is necessary to make the 
aforementioned substitutions; this leads to a summary 
current density of the heavy and light holes: 
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2 2 

j = .E { e ~· [ (ta.')a.E- (-r.a.ta.')a.[Oa.EJ+ (-rba.')oJ:.la.(Oa.E)] 

«=1 

exa(w) iJ (2) o~ , , W] [ 2 '] w ] +--- (Ek, -Ek,) [[ta.]aW-[ta'ta.]a[!Ja + 'ta'ta a!Ja(!Ja ) , 
hko iJko 

where 
(12) 

m ~ 2 iJE~"l iJfo <•> { r (1 • } (X(k)), =- M J k ~iJE(oJX(k)dEk ~ [/o(E>))+/o(Ek))]k2dk 
0 k 0 

1:: c~ 1:0 (1 + (!Ja'ta.)'t1 , 

[ (k)] =--1_('X(k)k(kx)[/0 (EI,.1>)-/0(Ei,."},.)] iJEk1>. 
X 1 4nko3 ~ x' [f0 (Ek;l) -/0 (Ek!J)] iJk 

-6 (Ek'},.- Ek1> -liw)d3k, 

I (k)]•= _1_('X(k)(k-x)2 (kx)[f0 (EI,.1},.)-/o(Ef.2l)] 
X • 4nko" ~ kx' lfo (E~1J)- / 0 (Ek2J)] 

oE<•> 
• af-6(E~>- Ek1l,.-1iw)d3k, 

~(w) = ,rko4 _!lo(E~~>) ·- j~(Ek~> + liw)] , 
2n'W (iJfiJku) (E~~>- E~~>) 

a(w) is the absorption coefficient, p0 is the total hole 
concentration, and ko is determined by the equation 
E<z> = E< 1> + D.w. 

k0 ko 
The integrals [ x (k)]a, accurate to the zeroth power 

of K, are given by 

k _ N1N2kox(ko) { _!__ln [ k k, iJEk'! . 
[X()],- S(N1 -N2) 2 y,+ fJko X( o) 0 fJko 

· (fo(Ei;>)- f(Ek;> + hw))]}, 

k __ N,N,kox(k0 ){· 2(N,-N,) 
[X( ) ], - 3(N1 - N2 ) 2 Vz + koNz (13) 

where 

2n2h2 N ( (m1 -. m2 )N. 2 ) '\'z=-- I 1- , , , 
m 1k02 m2 (1\ 1 -l\ 2 ) 

Na = (k~/27T2)(aE~a);akat 1 is the density of states, 

and m- 1 = n.-'a'E(a)jak~ is the effective mass at k = ko. 
a ko 

The electric field at H .L W, H .L E, (naTa)« 1, 
and j =0 is determined by the following formula: 

2 

_ a(w}.enwk0(N,- N2 ) E [ ] W E= . ~a. 
Up·2:rt 2hcN1N 2 

a:=1 

(14) 
where 

2 2 

flpH/c = .E (ta2Qa.)a.I.E (-ra)a., 
a=l a;.::l 

llp is the Hall mobility of the holes, and ap is their 
electric conductivity. It follows from (14) that the 
PME field can have a direction opposite to that follow
ing from the direction of the photo emf current at 
H = 0. 

The presence of logarithmic derivatives in (13) 
indicates that the photo emf and the PME are deter
mined essentially by the form of the dependence on ko 
of all the quantities under the logarithm sign. The 
reason for such a dependence is that the non-equili
brium asymmetric part of the distribution function is 

formed as a small difference, proportional to the pho
ton momentum, between two large quantities, one of 
which determines the change of the distribution func
tion for the holes with a wave vector satisfying the 
condition (k · K) < 0, and the other (k · K) > 0. 

In the case of a quadratic dispersion law ( E~a) 
= n2 k 2/2ma), we get from (14) 

a(w)enhw { flpH } (15) E=- F(lc0)W -[vW]- W(k0)-F(k0)) , 
3upc(m,- mz) c 

where 
iJ Ew 

F(ko)={ko fJko ("r,(ko)--rz(ko))+-r,(ko) (5-2l] ~) 

E (l)_ 
h,-

Formula (15) can be readily analyzed in the case of 
a simple power-law dependence of the relaxation time 
on the energy. It is seen from it that both the longitud
inal and transverse fields can reverse sign with chang
ing temperature or frequency of the light. An analysis 
of formula (15) at H = 0, carried out in[ll and applied 
to p-Ge, in which an important role is played by the 
scattering of holes by both acoustic and optical phonons, 
has shown that it is in good agreement with experiment. 

In conclusion it should be noted that the formulas 
presented above for E are valid if one assumes weak 
attenuation of the electromagnetic wave. It is easy to 
show that if the sample has the form of a parallele
piped, and H and W are directed along its generatrix 
(H .L W), then it follows from the condition curl E = 0 
that the field of the PME is independent of the coordi
nates, whereas the field of the photo emf varies in the 
same way as W. If we make in (6)-(10), (14), and (15) 
the substitution W - W o( 1 - exp ( - aeffl) )/a effl, 
where W 0 is the intensity of the wave entering the 
crystal, aeff is the effective coefficient of its attenua
tion, l is the dimension of the crystal in the direction 
of W, then these formulas will determine the field 
(E) averaged over the sample. Then (E) in the direc
tion of W 0 x H coincides with its value at any point of 
the sample. 
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